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1. Introduction
We consider a bond percolation configuration on infinite connected graph G : edges of G are independently
open with probability p and closed with probability 1 p . It is known that there exists, under some condition,
the Bernoulli bond percolation critical probability pcr G( ) such that for p pcr G( ) all open clusters are finite
almost surely, while for p pcr G( ) there is an infinite open cluster almost surely (see [3], [4]). The second
critical probability pT G( ) is defined in percolation theory as the value of p at which the mean size of open
cluster changes from being finite to being infinite, and under some conditions it has been proved that pcr G( ) =
pT G( ) (see [1], [5]).
We consider, on the same configuration space, a new type of percolation model−percolation model. We say−percolation occurs, if there exists almost surely an infinite self−avoiding path starting from a fixed vertex
such that the superior limit of the concentration of open bonds on it is at least . There also exists a critical
probability pcr G  such that−percolation occurs for ppcr G  , while not occurring for p pcr G  .
We also define the second critical probability pT G  of −percolation model by analogy with pT G( ). We
shall give its mathematical definition in section 2.
Menshikov and Zuev ([6]) gave four open problems concerning−percolation model. The first three of them
are about whether the analogy of ordinary percolation model holds for−percolation model. The other is about
the relation between −percolation model and first−passage percolation model. In this paper, we shall answer
the first three problems. Now we state these problems :
Problem 1.1. Is the −percolation critical probability pcr G  equal to the second critical probability pTG  ?
Problem 1.2. Is the Bernoulli bond percolation critical probability pcr G( ) equal to 1−percolation critical
probability pcr 1G  ?
Problem 1.3. Does the probability of the event that there exists a −passable path of length exceeding n from
the origin decay exponentially?
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Remark 1. It is not difficult to see that
pT  G   pcr  G   and pcr 1G   pcr G( ).
The answer to the three problems above is yes for the Bethe lattice, and the answer to Problem 1.2 is yes for
d lattice (see Proposition 5.8 of Kesten (1986)).
In section 3 we will construct two graphs Gm and Hm . We shall show that the graph Gm is a counter example
for both Problem 1.1 and 1.3, and the graph Hm is a counter example for Problem 1.2. So, our main results are
given in section 3.
2.  −percolation model
In this section we introduce  −percolation model. Let G  VE( ) be an infinite connected graph without
loops and multiple edges with the vertex set V and the edge set E . In addition, the degree of a vertex, which is
the number of edges meeting at the vertex, is uniformly bounded on V . Let d u( ) be the graph distance
between two vertices u ,V . For any subset V˜V , we set d uV˜  = inf d u( )V˜ as usual.
For any p01 , each edge eE is open with probability p and closed otherwise, independently of all
other edges. The configuration space is  eE 01 , whose elements are represented as  e( )( )eE .
We assign the valuee( )1 to the open edge, ande( )0 to the closed edge. is the−field of subset of  is generated by the finite−dimensional cylinders. The probability p =eEe is the product measure with
density p on    , wheree is the Bernoulli measure on {0,1} associated with the edge e :e e( )1( ) p (edge e is open) = p ,e e( )0( ) p (edge e is closed) = 1p .
A self−avoiding path of G is a sequence n  01n of distinct vertices with edges i1i E for
i 12n . The length n of the path is the number of its edges. For an infinite self−avoiding path 012 , we also denote byn  012n sub−path of length n of the pathwith the same
initial vertex 0. For a self−avoiding path n and a configuration  , we denote by 	n( )	n( ) the
number of open edges in the pathn , i.e., 	n( )
ene( )
For 01 , we call a pathn of finite length  −passable if the concentration of open edges of the path is at
least  , i.e., 	n( )	 n ; we call an infinite path −passable if
lim sup
n
 	n( )n 	 
We call vertices uV ρ−connectable if there is a  −passable path connecting them, and we denote this
event by
 
u 
 	 
. For any subset V˜V , let
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 
u   V˜  V˜  u     
We denote by
     the event that there is an infinite −passable path starting fromV .
Let A ( )      . Since A ( ) is a tail event, by using the zero−one law, p A ( ) takes the value 0
or 1 ; More precisely, if we write n for the−field generated by the family of random variablese( ) : e  u1u2 Ed u1( )	nd u2( )	n ,
then obviously A ( )
n1 n . We say  −percolation occurs if p A ( ) 1. Note that the value of p
A ( ) does not depend on the choice of the initial vertexV , since the graph G is connected. Let 0 be the
set of parameters  p( )01 2, for which p A ( ) 0, and 1 the set of parameters  p( )01 2, for
which p A ( ) 1. The sets 0 and 1 have a sort of monotonicity : If  p( ) 0, then  1  0p  0,
and if  p( ) 1, then 0   p1  1. Hence 0 and 1 are connected. This monotonicity allows us to
define the critical set cr = 0∩ 1, where 0 and 1 are the closures of 0 and 1 in the Euclidean space 01 2.
Now we introduce the following results of Menshikov and Zuev (1993).
Theorem2.1 ([6]). There exists a strictly increasing continuous function pcr  G , 0	 1 , such that its
graph represents cr in the set 01)  01) .
Let us define the second −percolation critical probability
pT  G sup p p  ( )  for any V ,
when ( ) be the number of vertices in V which are −connectable from a fixed vertexV .
Let Bm  V Bm( )E Bm( ) be the rooted Bethe lattice m 2( ), an infinite graph without cycles with each
vertex having exactly m1 neighbours except one vertex (which we call the root and denote it by 0) having m
neighbours.
Theorem 2.2 ([6]). (1) For any   01 , the  −percolation critical probability pcr  Bm( ) for the rooted
Bethe lattice Bm is the unique solution of the equation
H p ( )log mp  ( )
where H p ( ) log 
p
 1  log (1 )
(1p ) .
Moreover, pcr 1Bm pcr Bm( ) 1
m
.
(2) The second −percolation critical probability pT  Bm( ) is equal to pcr  Bm( ).
(3) For any ppcr  Bm( ), there are constants c1c20 such that
There is a −passable path of length k
p
	
 	c1 exp c2n[ ].
with k n starting from the root 0
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α l
Figure 1. Cl with l 2.
3. Results
For any n 1, let
Tn Bm( )   V Bm( )d 0    n .
Let Bm n( )  V Bm n( )( )E Bm n( )( )  be a subgraph of Bm with vertex set kn Tk Bm( ).
Let Cl   V Cl( )E Cl( )  be a copy of Bm l 2( )  V Bm l 2( )  E Bm l 2( )    (see Figure 1).
The root of Cl is denoted byl , and let
T Cl( )   V Cl( )d l ( ) l 2 .
We note that C0 is a single point graph 0 .
Let Gm   V Gm( )E Gm( )  be an infinite graph with vertex set l0 V Cl( ) and edge setl0 E Cl( )  l0 ll	1   ,
where ll	1 is an edge with end pointsl andl	1 (see Figure 2).
Let pcr Gm  be the −percolation critical probability on Gm and let pT Gm  be the second −
percolation critical probability on Gm .
Theorem 3.1. (1) pcr Gm  =for any 01 .
(2) pT Gm  ≦ pcr Bm( ) for any 01 .
In particular, Gm is a counter example for Problem 1.1, that is
pT Gm  pcr Gm  .
Let B˜ m n( )  V B˜ m n( )  E B˜ m n( )   be a copy of Bm n( )  V Bm n( )( )E Bm n( )( )  . Let be the canonical
corresponding map from Bm n( ) to B˜ m n( ), maps a vertex  V Bm n( )( ) to its copy  ( )  ˜V B˜ m n( )  and
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α 0 α1 α2 α3 · · · αl · · ·
C2
C3 · · ·
Cl
· · ·
ak bk
an edge e E Bm n( )( ) to its copy e( )e˜ E B˜ m n( )  . Let Dk V Dk( )E Dk( )  be another graph with vertex
set V Bm 2
2k
   V B˜ m 22k    T22k Bm( ), that is, each vertex  T22k Bm( ) and its copy  ( ) are identified,
with edge set E Bm 2
2k
   E B˜ m 22k   . Dk has two end points ak and bk : ak is used to be the root of
Bm 2
2k
  
and bk is used to be the root of B˜ m 2
2k
  
(see Figure 3).
Let Hm  V Hm( )E Hm( )  be an infinite graph with vertex setk0 V Dk( ) and edge setk0 E Dk( )  k0 bkak1   
(see Figure 4).
Figure 2. Gm .
Figure 3. Dk .
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Let pcr Hm( ) be the Bernoulli bond percolation critical probability on Hm , and let pcr  Hm( ) be the  −
percolation critical probability on Hm .
Theorem 3.2. (1) pcr Hm( ) 1.
(2) pcr  Hm( ) pcr  Bm( ) for  01)  .
And pcr 1Hm   1
m
.
Especially, Hm is a counter example for Problem 1.2, that is
pcr 1Hm pcr Hm( ).
Theorem 3.3. For any p pcr  B m( )pcr  Gm  , although it is in the  −percolation subcritical phase of
the graph Gm , the probability of the event that there exists a  −passable path of length exceeding n from 0 is
not in exponential decay in n : more precisely,
There is a ρ−passable path in Gm
lim sup
n p
  1 .
of length n starting from 0
4. Proof of the theorems
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since each subgraph Cl of Gm is a finite graph, 012 is the unique self−
avoiding path starting from0. By the law of large numbers, we have pcr  Gm   for any  01  .
As the second statement is clear for  0, we assume 0 1. We take p with pcr  Bm( )p . First, we
note that T Cl( )0l1	l 	 

T Cl( )1   ,
whereA denotes the number of elements in a set A .
Now we shall use the following entropy estimate (see [2]) : if p , then
Figure 4. Hm .
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p  l      1
l 81  exp l 2 H p( ) for any T Cl( ).
So we obtain,
(4.1) p T Cl( ) 0 l1l 	
  1
l 81  exp l 2 log m H p( )  ,
since the number of vertices in T Cl( ) is ml
2
.
For any L0 and any lL , if l1l( )−percolation occurs, then L1L( )−percolation occurs. By (4.1)
and by noting that log m H p( )0 since pcr Bm( )p, we have
(4.2) p T Gm( ) 0 L1L 	
 
lL 1l 81  exp l 2 log m H p( )  	.
This implies that pT L1L( )Gm 
pcr Bm( ). Hence we have
pT Gm 
pcr 1L( )LBm .
From Theorem 2.1 pcr Bm( ) is continuous in, considering the limit of L at	 we have our assertion. □
In order to prove Theorem 3.2 and 3.3, we first turn our attention back to the rooted Bethe lattice Bm .
Lemma 4.1. For any 1 and p pcr Bm( ),
lim
n	 p 0  Tn Bm( ) in Bm  1 .
Proof. Since pcr Bm( ) is continuous in (Theorem 2.1), there exists a ˜˜p( )such that ppcr˜Bm( ). By using the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.2, for any sufficient large number N ,
(4.3) p 0 ˜ TlN Bm( ) for any l1  0.
Let N0 be a large number which satisfies (4.3) with NN0 and let	be its probability. For any k1 there
is L k( ) such that ˜lN0 k lN 0( ) for any lL k( ). On account of this, we have
(4.4) p 0  TklN0 Bm( ) for any lL k( )  
For any lL k( ), there’s a vertex Tk Bm( ) and a ˜−passable p  
path of length lN 0, which connects 
and TklN0 Bm( )1 p ( 0 and TlN 0 Bm( ) are not ˜−connectable for some l L k( ))mk1 1	( )mk .
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Now we take  0 arbitrarily, let
k0  min k 1 : 1( )mk   ,
L0  max L k0h( ) : h  01N01 ,
and n  ( ) k0L0N0. Then for any n n  ( ), there is h n( )N01 and l n( )L0 such that n  
k0h n( )l n( )N0. Hence, from inequality (4.4),
p 0	 Tn Bm( )  p 0	 Tk0h n( )lN0 Bm( ) for any lL k0h n( )( ) 1 1( )mk0h n( )1 . □
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We first show that pcr Hm( ) 1. Since any path connecting0 andk must cross the
edges bl1al for l 12k , the probability that0 andk percolate is less than pk . Hence if p1, then
an infinite open cluster of the Bernoulli bond percolation model does not appear a.s. This implies pcr Hm( ) 1.
Next, we show that pcr Hm( )pcr Bm( ) for 01. Since our assertion clearly holds for  0, we can
assume that0. Let ppcr Bm( ). By Lemma 4.1, there is an index sub−sequence kll1 such that
(4.5) p

a0 and T Dkl
 
are not l −connectable p akl and T Dkl are not −connectable 12l ,
where l  d aklT Dkl  
d a0T Dkl  . We note that l is increasing in l and converges to . By the Borel−Cantellilemma,
p lim infl	
 a0	l T Dkl     1.
This implies ppcr Hm( ). Hence pcr Hm( )pcr Bm( ) holds.
And next we show that pcr Hm( )pcr Bm( ) for 01. Let
Sk l( )  	Dk d ak	( ) l .
Note that Sk 2
2k
  T Dk( ). Let ppcr Bm( ). It remains to show that there is a constant c30 such that
(4.6) p a0	ˆk Dk c3 exp c 2 22k1	 

for a sufficiently large k , whereˆk   1 d a0ak1( )d bk1Sk 22k2  
d a0Sk 22k2   ,
and c2 is the constant appeared in Theorem 2.2. We note that ˆk is decreasing in k and converges to. If (4.6)
holds, then the Borel−Cantelli lemma implies ppcr Hm( ). Hence pcr Hm( )pcr Bm( ) holds.
In order to prove (4.6), first we decompose the graph Dk into two graphs Dˆ k and D k :
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Dˆ k    Dk d ak ( )22k2  , D k  Dk Dˆ k .
Let ˆk   1 d a0ak1( )d bk1  d a0 ( ) , for a  Dˆ k . We note that ˆk ˆk and
a0	ˆk     
 ak1	 bk1  ,
for any  Dˆ k . In virtue of Theorem 2.2, we have
(4.7) p ak1	 bk1 2 p 0	 T22k1 Bm( ) 2c1 exp c 2 22k1 .
Since the number of vertices in Dˆ k is m 2
2k211 m 1( ), we obtain that there is a constant c40 such that
(4.8) p a0	ˆk Dˆ k c4 exp c 2 22k1 .
For any  D k , let k   1 d a0ak1( )d a0 ( ) . We also note that k ˆk and
a0	k     
 ak1	    
 ak1	 bk1   ak 	    ,
for any D k . Then by Theorem 2.2 and (4.7), there is a constant c50 such that
(4.9) p a0	ˆk D k  p ak1	 bk1  p 0	 T22k2 Bm( ) c5 exp c 2 22k1 .
Hence (4.8) and (4.9) imply (4.6). This completes the proof. □
Proof of Theorem 3.3. For any p with pcr Bm( )p pcr Gm  , there exists L  L p( )1 such
that ppcr 1LL Bm . For any lL , we have
(4.10) p (there is a−passable of length ll 2 starting from0) p l 	1LL T Cl( )   p 0	1LL Tl 2 Bm( )	 
.
By Lemma 4.1, the right hand side of the inequality above converges to 1 as l tends to . We have our
assertion. □
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Graphs for Menshikov-Zuev’s Problems on -percolation Model
Joshin Murai
In 1993, Menshikov and Zuev introduced −percolation model, in which a path of a graph is −passable in a
bond percolation configuration if the concentration of open bonds on it is at least ρ, and concerning this model,
they gave four open problems. In this paper, we answer three problems out of them : the first one is whether the −percolation critical probability is equal to the critical probability corresponding to finite/infinite expectation
of the number of −connectable vertices from a fixed vertex, the second is whether the 1 p ercolation critical
probability is equal to the Bernoulli bond percolation critical probability, and finally the third is whether the
probability of the existence of −passable path of length exceeding n starting from a fixed vertex always decays
exponentially in the subcritical phase.
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